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Abstract 
The configuration of new soccer balls has closely approached a perfect round shape by not only reducing the number 
of panels but also by eliminating roughness of the panel joints by utilizing thermal bonding process recently. 
Therefore, in a non-rotating or low-rotating moving shot, a soccer ball drops and curves, i.e. motion by the change of 
wake flow, which is called a knuckle ball effect. Factors of the knuckle ball effect on the new soccer balls were 
investigated in case of a non-rotating shot and a low-rotating one. A correlation between fluctuation of the wake and 
fluid forces was identified in a symmetric panel configuration of the ball. The asymmetric configuration of the ball 
panel was also investigated as a factor to bring unpredictable change of the ball flight path. The low-rotating ball 
changes its frontal area against the moving direction and it produces irregular lateral forces. Consequently, the factors 
which produced the knuckle ball effect were found to be different from the case of non-rotating shots and low 
rotating shots.  
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent times, panel shapes and surface shapes of the official soccer balls change at least at every 
World Cup event, and the aerodynamic characteristics of the ball changed accordingly. Unpredictable 
shot has been established as a technique since 2006 when TeamGeist appeared in German World Cup. 
The “TeamGeist” ball, the official football for the 2006 FIFA World Cup in Germany, is made up of 14 
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panels and has a less uneven surface nearly to a perfect sphere in comparison with a conventional soccer 
ball composed of the panel of 12 pentagonal pieces and 20 hexagonal pieces.  The "TeamGeist II," the 
official ball of Beijing Olympic 2008 has the same panel lines as the "TeamGeist." The “Jabulani” is the 
official match ball for the 2010 FIFA World Cup. It is made from eight spherically molded panels and has 
a textured surface intended to improve aerodynamics. The "SpeedCell," the official ball of Club World 
Cup 2010, has the same panel lines as the "Jabulani."  The differences between the “Jabulani” and the 
“SpeedCell” are the roughness of the surface and the depth of panel grooves.  
Unpredictable shots are classified into two types, non-rotating shots and low-rotating ones. The low-
rotating shot is defined as a shot with less than one revolution per second.  Taneda [1] shows that a vortex 
ring arises behind a fixed sphere by flow visualization indicated in Fig. 1.  The vortex ring has 3 
dimensional twin vortices like a tail. The change of the wake is considered one of the causes of the 
unpredictable shot [2], [3], [4], [5] for non-rotating shot.  However, non-rotating shot does not always 
become an unpredictable path but a mild curved one.   
The other considerable factor of unpredictable shots considered is a change of the air flow of the ball 
by the difference with a change of the panel at the time of the low-rotation.  Passmore et al [6] 
investigated drag coefficient of different ball panel configurations and the orientation and they suggested 
the possibility of different behavior on the flight path. 
The aim of this study is to investigate the phenomenon on an unpredictable path of the shot by 
focusing on the change of lateral/vertical force with the symmetric panel faces and the asymmetric panel 
faces of these new balls tested.   
Nomenclature 
Re Reynolds number (=Vd/Q)   d Diameter of the ball 
Q Kinematic viscosity of air   V Wind velocity
U  Air density    A  Projected area
D Drag force    L Lift force
S Lateral force (Side force)   CD Drag coefficient, CD=D/(1/2UV2A)
CL  Lift coefficient, CL=L/(1/2UV2A) Cs Lateral force coefficient,  Cs=S/(1/2UV2A)
Fig. 1. Vortex ring and 3D-twin stream wise vortices behind a sphere in Re=3.8x105 [1] 
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2. Method 
2.1. Experiment of fluid force 
A PC controlled wind tunnel installed in Kogakuin University was used to perform this experiment.  
The specification of the wind tunnel has the maximum velocity = 30 ms–1; measuring section = 380× 380 
mm; turbulence level = 1%. The balls were held by a cobra type support attached with three components 
load cell from the downstream of the balls shown in Fig. 2 in order not to interfere the development of 
boundary layer on the side of the ball.  Fluctuation of ball wake was measured by two hot wire probes in 
the location as also indicated in Fig. 2 for 80 seconds in wind velocity 30m/s near the actual kick speed 
[7]. The two hot wire probes were put vertically and they were set in ±110 degrees from the upstream and 
50mm apart from the ball surface after area sweep search.  It was installed in order that a fluctuation of 
vortex tail could be caught.  Two types of three component load cells were used to measure fluctuation of 
lateral and drag forces/lift (vertical) forces and a yawing moment of the ball simultaneously. The 
maximum load of each component of the load cells was 50.00N for Fx, Fy or Fy, Fz and 5.000Nm for Mz.
The resolution of each component was 0.2%.  Each output was acquired 8192 points, by 100Hz in order 
to be able to deal with FFT treatment. 
This aerodynamic performance test in the symmetric condition was measured on the ball TeamGeist. 
The frontal area of the ball in these tests is displayed in Table 1. As asymmetric performance tests, three 
balls such as SpeedCell, TeamGeist II, and FeverNova used in World Cup 2002 as the conventional 
Hot wire probe 
(The measurement point 
was chosen by area 
sweep search.) 
Three component load cells: 
(1: Fy: lateral, Fx: drag forces and Mz:
yawing moment; 
2: Fy: lateral, Fz: lift (vertical) forces 
and Mz: yawing moment)  
Side view Top view 
Fig. 2.  Setting location of hot wire probes for symmetric orientation of TeamGeist 
Table 1.  Panel face toward the upwind for aerodynamic force test and wake measurement 
Asymmetric 
TeamGeist 
Symmetric 
SpeedCell TeamGeist II  Conventional 
Face A 
Face B 
110o
50mm 
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soccer ball were used in this experiment.  In each ball, the aerodynamic forces were measured in two 
different orientations indicated in Table 1 by the three components load cell. Face A has symmetry in a 
horizontal plane but asymmetry in a vertical plane. Face B has asymmetry in each plane.   
2.2. Analysis method 
Wavelet analysis is one of the techniques of the frequency analysis, and it is possible for wavelet 
conversion to keep the information on the segment of time which is lost by Fourier transform.  
Ethographer developed by Sakamoto [8] on Igor Pro 6.0 was used for the wavelet analysis of the wake 
fluctuation and that of the lateral force fluctuation. 
3. Results and Discussions 
3.1. Lateral force fluctuation and wake fluctuation 
Figure 3 indicates a chronological change of lateral force onto the TeamGeist ball with symmetric 
frontal area and wake velocity fluctuation. The bottom axis shows the elapsed time and the left axis 
indicates the magnitude of lateral force in Newtons.  The right axis also indicates the magnitude of wake 
velocity fluctuation acquired by the hot wire probe in Volt.  The dark line shown in the figure means 
lateral force change and the light color line indicate the magnitude of the wake velocity fluctuation. Both 
fluctuations were found to fluctuate large by the order of 10 seconds. When a large fluctuation was caught 
in the wake velocity, an average of 3 N of lateral force fluctuation was obtained in the lateral force.  The 
magnitude of big change of the lateral force fluctuation is possible to make the ball sway. This 
phenomenon indicates the lateral force occurs opposite to a vortex tail shown in Fig. 4.  
3.2. Wavelet analysis 
Change of drag as Passmore [6] investigated does not cause the erratic flight path with low frequency. 
Using wavelet analysis can find out a relationship of unique specification between the fluctuation of wake 
velocity and that of lateral force.  The analysis result of lateral force fluctuation is shown in Fig. 5(a).  
The upper part of the figure shows captured data form and the lower part indicates the analysis result. The 
horizontal axis shows elapsed time and the vertical axis indicates a cycle of the lateral force component.  
The strong intensity pattern appeared around the period, 0.171 second, i.e., 7.0 Hz.  This was considered 
Fig. 4.  Geometric relationship between lateral force 
of the ball and the location of vortex tail Fig. 3  Fluctuation of lateral force of the ball and that of 
the wake 
Hotwire probe 
Direction of lateral force 
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to be the resonant frequency of a ball support system.  The same analysis result on the wake velocity 
fluctuation was shown in Fig. 5(b).  The upper of the figure was captured data wave of lateral force and 
the lower pattern was its analytical result. The wake fluctuation should have driven the ball with 
unpredictable vibration. The remarkable pattern of periodic variation even the resonant frequency could 
not be observed here.  That is, although the wake velocity fluctuation should have brought driving force 
which sways a ball, it turned out that the correlation between the fluctuation of the wake and that of the 
lateral force was low.  After a large average change of the wake fluctuation with the order of 10 seconds, 
the lateral force change pattern of the ball with 2 seconds period could be seen indicated in highlighted 
circle.  In another words, change of the position of the vortex tail brought a large change of fluid force 
which could sway a ball. 
3.3. Relationship of asymmetric frontal area and aerodynamic force 
The lift force and lateral force (or side force) of each frontal area are shown in Figs. 6 to 8. Big change 
of fluctuation as shown in Fig. 3 cannot be seen on these balls which have uneven surface. It is found that 
CS = - 0.05 or lateral force continuously occurred in case of Face A of Speed Cell shown in Fig. 6(a). On 
the other hand, no lift force was found.  Symmetric frontal area seemed to cause symmetric  
aerodynamic fluid force to the horizontal axial plane on the ball. When Face B was the frontal area, Cs = -
0.04 and CL =0.05 were loaded shown in Fig. 6(b).  
As for the TeamGeist II ball, lateral force, Cs = 0.12 occurred continuously as shown in Fig. 7(a) when 
Face A was the frontal area. Both lateral force Cs = -0.05 and lift force CL = 0.05 are loaded when the 
front panel turn to Face B indicated in Fig. 7(b).  These phenomena shown in Figs. 6 to Figs. 7 indicate 
that the asymmetric face patterns cause asymmetric air flows to the axial plane.  However, concerning the 
conventional soccer ball shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), each lift force and lateral force was almost balanced 
off in both Face A and B.  
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 Fig. 6.  Fluid force fluctuation of SpeedCell   (a)  in case of face A;  (b) in case of face B 
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 Fig. 5.  Wavelet analysis result of (a) lateral force; (b) wake fluctuation 
Elliptic motion 
The bold straight line 
shows the resonant 
frequency of the sting.
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On the other hand, the conventional ball has so many panel lines that it turns out that it does not have 
asymmetric influence.  For the new balls, fluid force changes as the frontal area varies with low rotations 
gradually so that the new balls curve and drop with unpredictable flight path.  That is, the flight in low 
rotation is also considered as one of the factors of unpredictable of soccer balls. 
4. Conclusions 
Concerning unpredictable shot of soccer balls, the aerodynamic characteristics of soccer balls with 
different panel geometry were investigated with non-rotating condition experimentally.  As a result, the 
followings were obtained:  
1) The three-dimensional twin vortices, or the vortex tail, could be caught by hotwire anemometer and 
was also able to confirm the change of lateral force by its position change.  
2) Wake fluctuation did not affect erratic ball by carrying out wavelet conversion of the lateral force, 
but that the lateral force for erratic ball affected by the change of vortex tail location for non-rotating 
condition. 
3) The asymmetric panel faces affected lateral and lift force change by low-rotating condition. 
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Fig. 8.  Fluid force fluctuation of conventional ball  (a)  in case of face A;  (b) in case of face B 
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Fig. 7.  Fluid force fluctuation of TeamGeist II (a)  in case of face A;  (b) in case of face B 
